Tuesday, December 26, 2017
11 AM – 4 PM
Activity: Ancient Assyrian Arm Guards
Channel your inner Assyrian archer by engraving an armguard depicting the sun god, Shamash.

Wednesday, December 27, 2017
11 AM – 4 PM
Activity: Decoding Hieroglyphics
Ever wonder what the Egyptians were writing about? Decode their hieroglyphics and create your own hieroglyphic writings.

Thursday, December 28, 2017
11 AM – 4 PM
Activity: Egyptian Collars
Turn yourself into royalty by making and wearing an Egyptian-inspired ornament.

Friday, December 29, 2017
11 AM – 4 PM
Activity: Inscribe Clay Tablets
Figure out the ancient signs that make up the ancient cuneiform writings. Create your own tablet and take it home.